
F WA V,Q 1How many different things are there to think about when 
you are in university? There are tuition, grades, study time, 
classes and social events. But you should also be aware that we 
are the future leaders of this country and we should be starting 
to take an active role in our society and the concerns of the 
people involved.

The UNB STUDENT UNION does take an active role by 
way of the SOCIAL ISSUES COMMITTEE. This committee 
was struck to address the concerns of an ever changing society. 
As the Social Issues Commissioners for the UNB Student Un
ion, Doug Saunders and Tricia Davidson are responsible this 
year to make students aware of these issues and to help inform 
them of the consequences of their actions. In order to do this, 
they will be running a numbers of campaigns over the year to 
make students aware of these concerns. As you can see from 
the list below, the issues that will be addressed are ones that 
concern all members of our society.

October 3-9
October 31-November 4 
October 17-21 
November 14-18 
December 6

January 9-13 
January 16-21 
February 6-10

As the Commissioners for this year, Mr. Saunders and Ms. 
Davidson are also responsible for representing various interest 
groups within the Student Union Council. All students are rep
resented by their duly elected faculty representatives, but these 
people do not really represent issues for students. For example, 
who will represent the concerns of the student who may be con
fined to a wheelchair and may require assistance in fighting for 
better accessibility in the buildings around campus? What about 
the person who may be gay and afraid to approach anyone about 
a concern in university life or needs someone to talk to about 
whe;e to find help in dealing with their sexuality? The Social 
Issues Commissioners are there to represent and assist these stu
dents with these concerns and any others that apply to their port
folio. Both of the Social Issues Commissioners would like to 
stress that if there are any issues that you would like to be ad
dress by the UNB Student Union or if you would like more 
information about any of the issues listed above, please feel 
free to contact them at the UNB STUDENT OFFICE at 453- 
4955.
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This is an issue that not as it is one that effects them ease, if you aren’t gay now churches, family, and formed people who think 100% foolproof either The
only effects people who are directly. The following was then you will not become gay. friends. Prejudices are often that AIDS is a gay disease, fact is that the more partners
gay or lesbian, which are the submitted by Darren Elliot, However, it is often possible passed down from parents AIDS IS NOT A GAY DIS- you have the higher the
people at which the who was recently elected as for one to suppress their true who think gay persons are EASE; IT IS AN EQUAL chances are that someone
homophobic attitudes and one of the Co-Presidents for sexual orientation in light of vile, loathsome, and a threat OPPORTUNITY ILLNESS
comments are directed to-

\ i \ \ k % Æthat you’ve slept with is car-
societal pressures, religious to their society as we know that can infect anyone re- rying the AIDS virus, but it 

wards, but the people who are Homophobia is an irra- beliefs, et cetera. Facing the it. Children learn most of gardless of their race, color, is even possible that the
homophobic. There is nothing tional fear of homosexuals, issues of homosexuality can their ideologies from their sexual orientation, economic 
wrong with being gay or bi- As any phobia, it is most of- feel threatening to them, parents, and can be very im- background,

GALA. BESSone Iperson you’ve been with 
whatever, could have been a carrier.

sexual. Some people tend to ten based on insubstantial causing them confusion and pressionable. If your parents AIDS is caused by sharing The only way to be com-
think that we are these horri- ideologies, hence the irra- turmoil. If they do not rec- are Jehovah Witnesses, you blood needles and sexual pletely not at risk is to never
ble people who are going to be tionality. People are often ognize where these unpleas- probably were too when you contact-be that straight or have sex and to never share
the end of society. There is no afraid and defensive towards ant feelings are rooted, it is were growing up, and prob- gay sex. AIDS is not a pun- drug needles. Make sure that
reason to hate someone just that which they cannot un- probable that they will at- ably still are. Same goes for ishment from GOD for gay you and your friends are
because they are more happy derstand. Since each person tribute these feelings as being any religion, Christianity, people, anyone can catch it. educated so you know how to
being in a relationship with views the world through their gut reaction to homo- Judaism, Buddhism, you It is most often spread best protect yourselves. No,
someone of the same sex. their own mental screen, a sexuality and they will base name it. A person first through unsafe sex practices AIDS is not a gay disease.

There is a group on cam- filter so to speak, it is diffi- their opinions accordingly. learns to discern the world (ie. multiple partners, lack of AIDS does not discriminate,
pus known as the GAY AND cult for some to understand Another common cause through the eyes of his/her precaution, etc.) but anyone AIDS is not a game.
LESBIAN ALLIANCE or that others are different than of homophobia is a person’s parents/guardian; they trust can fall victim to the disease.
GALA. The goals of this or- they, 
ganization is to promote a
healthy gay lifestyle on cam- ways based on mere lack of children do not judge others
pus and to show that gay and understanding. Sometimes it based on race, color, religion highlight that may cause a have slept only with one per-
lesbian people are no different stems from an inner fear that etc until they are taught to do person to feel homophobic, son, you could still be at risk;
than anyone else. The Social one might be homosexual/bi- so. We have grown up with is the AIDS epidemic. De- if the other person has AIDS
Issues Committee felt it was sexual him/herself. Lets many negative connotations spite all the education and and you have unprotected
appropriate to ask GALA to make it clear that homosexu- being attached to homosexu- media attention given to this sex, it may only have taken
submit an article in this issue ality is not a contagious dis- ality through the media, illness, there are still misin- once. Using condoms are not

SEXUAL ASSAULTAIDS EDUCATION WEEK 
PHYSICAL ACCESSIBILITY WEEK 
HARASSMENT CAMPAIGN 
“NO MEANS NO”
MEMORIAL FOR THE MONTREAL
MASSACRE
CAMPUS SAFETY
ANTI-RACISM
SAFER SEX CAMPAIGN

healing process. I could be 
any of the women you see on 
TV or in Frosh Week mov
ies, my story is disturbingly 
similar. It was a night that I 
will never forget. Almost a 
year later my nightmares will 
not let me sleep. Bruises and 
broken bones heal, a 
wounded soul does not.

For those of us who have 
never been sexually assaulted, 
we can only imagine the pain 
of what those people who have 
been go through. This is, by 
far, one of the worst things that 
can happen to a person. To 
have your body and dignity 
violated like that can be noth
ing short of devastating.

The following letter was 
submitted to the Social Issues 
Committee to be included in 
this article. It shows very 
clearly the kind of thoughts and 
feelings that a person experi
ences when thev have been 
violated by someone that they 
knew.

environment Discrimination their reasoning to be based Even someone who is cau- 
Homophobia is not al- is a taught behavior; small on fact rather than opinion, tious and non-promiscuous

The last factor I will can catch the disease. If you

I am one of the lucky 
ones, although some days I 
don’t feel as though I am. 
I’m alive, thousands of 
women each year are victims 
of violence that has taken 
more than a piece of their 
souls, it has taken their lives. 
It took a great deal of time 
for me to talk about it, it’s 
still not easy, but friends are 
a big help. My rape has not 
only affected me but has had 
a profound impact on the 
people I love.

UNB STUDENT UNION SOCIAL ISSUES COMMITTEE

STUDENTS FACING THE ISSUES
OF TODAY....

AND TOMORROW

“ Imagine being con
stantly reminded of the worst 
event in your life. Posters, 
pamphlets, and T shirts 
seemingly everywhere, serv
ing as constant reminders of 
something you would rather 
forget. This is reality for sur
vivors of rape.
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Rape is not sex, rape is 
violence. What a man did to 
me was not in any way my 
fault although for a very long 
time I questioned this, just as 
thousands of other women 
question it. Life does go on, 
although recovery is not an 
overnight process. The scars 
I have may never heal, but 
with each day it becomes less 
difficult to see those posters 
and T-shirts and a little easier 
to talk about. And as the 
healing process occurs, I be
come less a victim and more 
of a survivor.
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not only for the people who have contracted the HIV virus but THF WAT K Thic i! * ~ ^ someone out there who will love me despite this thing tends to appreciate life all that more.
for the families and friends of these people. There are a great dian AIDS Research. ThousandTof peopiracross^ana^a b°dy? What 11 *?.'t0 die? The most comforting thing about this is that my friends
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Almost a year has 
passed since the night some
one I knew and had no rea
son not to trust took a part 
of me away without my con
sent. He took a piece of my 
soul and no matter how hard 
I try I will never get it back. 
Men who rape are not mon
sters, they are your friends, 
brothers and neighbors. This 
was perhaps the hardest 
thing for me to understand. 
I had the same attitude as 
most, believing that it 
couldn’t happen to me. It 
happened to me and it can, 
and in most cases IS someone 
you know.
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To join in the fight 
against violence against 
women, contact your Student 
Union. Someone you know 
will be thankful you did.”

ANONYMOUS 1994

Get informed. Protect yourself. 
Don’t let this happen to you.
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Anonymous (1994)«
I was raped. For the 

longest time I couldn’t even 
say that, which means that 
day by day I’m getting 
stronger again. I denied it 
for so long but ultimately you 
must be honest with yourself 
or you can never begin the
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